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(U) Ship Acquisition on Te!e~’ision: Three Laboratory Experiments,
by Hubert 0. Whitehurst. China Lake, Calif., Naval Weapons Center , August
19 7. 8 p . (NWC TP 5978 , publication UNCLASSIFIED.)

is report consists of a summary of three laboratory experiments
on ship acquisition on television, plus information on how to apply the
prediction equations that are included. Examples are given, along with
limitations on the conditions under which the equations can be used. Some
comparisons of the results of these experiments with the results of similar
studies are also included.

~~~~~~~~~~~~ was conducted to determine the relative importance
of seven fiëtors to ship identification on television. Targets had the strongest
effect , foflowed by subjects, light position, ship wake , ship aspect angle, slant
range, and camera depression angle. Ranges at which a ship could be
recognized as a merchant ship or combatant under vary ing light azimuth, light
elevation, ship aspect angle, and ship wake size conditions were determined in
Experiment II. Multiple regression analysis yielded an equation to estimate
recognition ranges. Experiment III was conducted to determine the ranges at
which ships can be recognized and their orientation (direction of movement)
determined. The factors of primary interest were ta rget -to -back ground
contrast , contrast sign, and ship aspect angle. Multiple regression analyses
were performed and four prediction equations are included.
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INTRODUCT ION

Weapons that employ electro—optical imaging systems are an important
and effective element of the armed forces arsenal. The Navy’s require-
ment for such air—to—surface weapons, usable against enemy ships and
other targets, is obvious. These weapons can be employed most effectively
if all the factors that affect ship target acquisition on television can
be isolated. The important factors can then be related to each other
quantitatively to provide some index for target acquisition prediction
under various conditions.

Three laboratory experiments were conducted to isolate the important
factors and obtain prediction equations. These experiments are included
as Append ix A of this report. Experiment I was conducted to separate
factors that have relatively strong effects on ship identification
performance on television from those having weaker effects. Seven
factors plus their interactions were rank—ordered according to the vari-
ability in the data accounted for by each. Factors found to have a strong
effect were included in Experiment II, which was conducted to arrive at
an equation that would provide an estimate of ship recognition range as
a function of four environmental factors. A full factorial design was
used in Experiment III to estimate the quantitative relationship that
exists between three environmental factors and the range at which
observers can (1) differentiate between merchant and combatant ships, and
(2) determine the ship’s direction of movement.

The main body, of the report consists of a summary of the three
methodologies plus the more important findings, along with details on
how the results can be applied and comparisons with related research
findings.

SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGIES

SUBJECT S

Eight rmployees of the Naval Weapons Center (NWC ) , China Lake , Cal if.,
partic ipated in the first experiment , while six served in both the
second and third experiments. All subjects had corrected or uncorrected
near and far binocular visual acuity of 20/20 or better .

* 3
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DESIGNS

Completely crossed factorial designs were employed in the f irs t and
third experiments. The design for Experiment II was one of the within—
subjects, response surface methodology central—composite varieties des-
cribed by Clark and Williges.’ The independent and dependent variables
for each experiment are given in Table 1.

TABLE I. Independent and Dependent Variables for Each Experiment.

Varinbles
Independenta Dependent

_________ 
Experiment No. 

__________ 
Experiment No .

I II III _i: II III
Ship Ship Ship Percent Slant Slant
targets targets targets correct range at range at

identif i— recognition recognition
cations

Aspec t Aspec t Aspec t The sub— Percent Percent
angle angle angle ject had correct correct
off bow off bow off bow to in— recognitions recognitions

dicate “recognition”
Slant Light Target/ which one The subject was combatant
range azimuth background of four had to in— or merchant

contrast ships was dicate only (same as
Light Light shown on whether the Experiment II)
position elevation Contrast the TV ship being

sign monitor shown was Slant range
Camera Ship (see combatant for direction
depression wake . p. 31) or merchant of movement
angle from four (orientation)

ships, two
Sh ip of each type Per cen t
wake (see p. 39) correct

or ientat ions
a Subjects wer e treated as independent variables in the analyses of

Experiments I and III.

APPARATUS

The electronic equipment used in all three exper iments includ ed a
television camera with a 525—line rate and 2:1 interlace, a 2—inch
videotape record er , a television monitor , an osci lloscope , oscillator ,
amplif ier , and a speaker . A zoom lens was used to simulate a system with
a 5.7—d egre. horizontal field of view (RFOV) .

C. Clark and R. C. Williges, “Response Surface Methodology Centrol-Co,npo.lte Design Modifications for
Human Performance Research,” Hus,, Facton, Vol. 15 (1973), pp. 295—310.
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The targets used in each of the experiments were 1:1250 scale—model
waterline ships . The background for the first and second experiments
consisted of several shades of gray paint applied to a square surface to
simulate a large body of water . Two backgrounds were used in Experi-
men t III; one was darker than the ships and simulated water, and the
other was lighter, to simulate the horizon . The target and background
were lighted with a lamp containing a single 3200 K, 1,000-watt bulb in
the first two experiments. Two such lamps, plus additional lighting
for shadow fill, were used in Experiment III.

Other apparatus common to each experiment included reference cards
with photographs of the ships, a vision tester, and a subject room
partially surfaced with acoustic tile.

PROCEDURES

The ships were videotaped under each set of conditions with the zoom
lens calibrated for fast changes in the simulated slant ranges. For
Experiments II and III, videotaping was done at four discrete ranges per
condition. The first trial was recorded at a simulated distant range,
e.g., 36 kilometers. The next three trials for a condition were recorded
at progressively closer ranges, usually at 8—kilometer intervals . A tone
was also recorded near the end of each trial to signal the subject to
respond immediately .

For all three experiments, each subject was screened to ensure
20/20 or better visual acuity. Following this, the subject was seated
at a monitor and recorded instructions were played . The subject then
placed his forehea4 against a pad, which fixed the head height and
distance from the monitor, and videotaped practice trials were presented .
This was followed by a short break; then the data trials were presented .
Some of the incthodological differences among the three experiments are
given in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Some Methodological Differences Among the Three Experiments.

Methodological item Experiment No. 
________

I II III

Distance b etween subj ect ’s head and 38 38 71
monitor, cm

How subject responded Marked Marked Pushed
scoresheet scoresheet buttons

Number of prac tice trials 64 100 72
Number of data trials 128 480 288
Trials per block 32 160 48
Time per tria l , sec 15 12 16
T ime from start of trial until tone 10 9 14
sounds, sec

5
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RESU ITS

SUMMARY

Experimen t J

The objective of this experiment was to rank—order the independent
variables, including subjects, based on the contribution of each to the
total variability of the data. The important factors were to be included
in the next experiment. The sum of squares for a factor , p lus its
second— and third—order interactions divided by the total sum of squa res
and then converted to percent , gave the index used to estimate a factor ’s
strength of effect. This index was then used to rank—order the factors
(Table 3). The factor plus interactions that ranked number one (targets)
had the strongest effect , while the factor plus interactions that
ranked seventh (depression angle) had the weakest effect.

TABLE 3. Rank Order of Factors Based on Per cent of Total Sum
of Squares Accounted for By Each Factor and Its

Second- and Third-Orde r Interactions.
Percent ofSum of RankFactor total sumsquares order
of squares

Targets
Main effect 10.58 

19 02 1Interactions 148.71
Subjects

Main effect 
18 73 2Interactions 153.16

Light position
Main effect 0.02 

13 79 3Interactions 115.46
Wake

Main effect 10.77 13 31 4Interactions 100.70
Aspect angle

Main effect 14.77 12 95 5Interactions 93.74
Range

Main effect  5~79 11 40 6Inte ractions 89 J 2
Depression angle

Main effect  0.05 10 ~~ 7Interactions 90.46
Total& 837.68 100.00

a The actual total st.~ of squares is 274.55. 
•

Th. total used in this table is much larger since
each interaction was counted more than once .

6
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Neither depression angle nor slant range were included in Experi-
ment II as independent varia~les. Depression angle was dropped and slant
range became one of the dependent measures .

Experiment II

Observations were totalled over subjects and targets to compute
the percent of the ships recognized as a comba tant or merchan t shi p  at
each condition and simulated range. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 give the
percen t of the ship targets recognized as a function of slant range and
one other factor.  TV lines across the target are also given .

TV L I N E S
26.0 17 .0 11.5 8.7 6.9 5.8 4.9 4 3  3.8

I ‘

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ EVAT I ON .

~ 20 — 

62 
FIGURE 1. Probability of Ship
Recognition as a Function of
Range and Light Elevation.e I I I I

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
.RAN GE . km

TV LINE S
26.0 17.0 11.5 8.7 6.9 5.8 4.9 4.3 38

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I I

\ N.

FIGURE 2. ProbabIlity of Ship ~~ 20 - ioo
Recognition as a Function of
Range and Wake Size.

c I I I I I I I I I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

• RANGE . km

0 
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.V LINES
28.0 17.0 S Ib  S.? 8.9 6.8 4.9 4.3 3.8

— 
I I I I I 1 1 1 1

0w
N -

z

0

~~~60-  LIGHT
AZIMUTH .
DEG

~~4 o-  . 70
I- 30

50

~~~2 0 -
90
10

c I I I I I 1 I I I
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36

RAN GE . km

FIGURE 3. Probability of Ship Recognition as a
Function of Range and Light Azimuth .

TV LINE S
26.0 17.0 11.5 8.7 6.9 5.8 4.9 4.3 3.8

00
RANGE . km

FIGURE 4. Probability of Ship RecognIt ion as a
Function of Range and Ship Aspect Angle.
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The range at which five of the six subjects recognized the target
under each condition was computed for use in multiple regression analyses .
The data were fur ther  reduced by averaging across ships . The f i rs t
analysis showed that light azimuth contributed almost noth ing to the
accuracy of the prediction equation , so the data were averaged across
that factor and another analysis was conducted. The second analysis
yielded the equation

Recognition range = —0.11(E) + 0.20(A) — 0.10(W) + 22.39 (1)

where

E — light elevation in degrees
A — ship aspect angle in degrees off the bow
W = ship wake size as a percent of the ship ’s width

as the best least—squares fit to the data. This equation accounted for
85% of the variance.

Experiment UI

The data cons isted of simulated ranges at which the ship was
V recognized as a merchant or combatan t ship ,  and ranges at which the

ship ’s direction of movement (orientation) was correctly determined.
The observations were totalled over subjects and targets to compute
the percent correct ship recognitions (Figure 5) and percent correct
orientation responses (Figure 6). TV lines across the target are also
given.

V Figure 7 provides a direct comparison of positive and negative
contrast conditions for the range at which five of the six subjects
made correct recognition responses at each target—to—background (T/B)
contrast and aspect angle condition. Orientation range was graphed
over the same conditions (Figure 8).

:i~ 1± _____________
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TV L I N E S

29.1 14.6 9. 7 7.3 5.8 4.8 4 .2 3.6 3.2 2.9

100 I I I
POSITIVE
CONTRAST— — — NEGATIVr
CONTRAST

8 0 —

(I,z
O .
0.
CO Iw

0 6 0 —
E
(3
0o .

L - LOW 

. 
~~~~ M

M — MEDIUM H
H — H I G H

‘4

I .

0 I I i .  I E I
0 10 20 30 40 50

RA NGE S KM

FIGURE 5. ProbabilIty of Ship Recognition as a Fwicüon of Range, TIB Contrast, and
Contrait Sign With Aspect Angle 45 Degrees Off Ship’s Bow.
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TV LINES
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FIGURE 6. Probability of Determining Ship Direction of Movement as a Function of Range,
TJB Contrast, and Contrast Sign With Aspect Angle 45 Degrees OfT Ship’s Bow .
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40

H — HIGH

10 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IVE CONTRAST

NEGATIVE CONTRAST

0 I I I
0 20 45 10

ASPECT ANGLE . DEC

FIGURE 7. Range at Whicli Five of Six Subjects Made Correct Recognition Responses as a
Function of ‘J IB Contrast, Contrast Sign, and Aspect Angle Off Ship’s Bow.
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40

L — LOW
M - MEDIUM
H — H I G H  H

— — M
•1

30 — —
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IVE CONTRAST

V NEGATIVE CONTRAST

0 0 I I I
0 20 45 70

ASPECT ANGLE. DEC

FIGURE 8. Range at Whidi Five of Six Subjects Made Correct Orientation Responses as a
Function of 1/B Contrast, Contrast Sign, and Aspect Angle Off Ship’s Bow.
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Stepwise regression analyses were conducted on the ranges at which
five of the six subjects recognized the targcts and the ranges at which
5/6 of the subjects determined the ship ’s orientation .

The equation that provided the best least—squares fit to the
data (r 2 

= 0.74) was

Recognition range 23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log B — 8.32 C — 33.1 (2)

where

A — ship aspect angle in degrees off the bow
B — percent T/B contrast
C — contrast sign (C — 1 for positive contrast, 0 for negative

contrast).

Without log transformations, the best fit was provided by the
equation

Recognition range — 0.25(A) + 0.20(B) -. 9.22(C) + 7.80 (3)

This equation accounted for 66.5% of the variation in the data .

Stepwise regression analyses performed on the orientation range
data yielded the equation

Orientation range — 14.4 Log A + 17.8 Log B — 3.32 C — 26 .0 (4)

However , the equation

Orientation range — 0.15(A) + 0 .24(B) — 4.40(C) + 6.32 (5)

accounted for almost as much of the variation in the data (r 2 = 43.5
and 42.2% , respectively) .

APPLICATIONS

Computing TIB Contrast

With the exception of Equation 1 ( from ~xperiaent 11) , it is neces-
sary to have an estimate of the T/B contrast before the predic t ion
equations can be used . Equation 1 can be used only if the visibility is V

unlimited and the T/B contrast is relatively high . The other equations
can be used under various T/B contrast conditions.
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Since atmospheric attenUation affects T/B contrast, some method is
requi red for an observer to convert inherent T/B contras t to apparent
T/E contras t , i.e., to estimate the extent to which the T/B contrast is
reduced by particles in the atmosphere- Actual observer—to—target (or
sensor) slant range and meteorological range (visibility) , plus the
inherent TIE contras t , are factors that mus t be known before apparent
TIE contras t can be estimated. If these factors are known, Figure 9
can be used to compute apparent T/B contrast.

25
/ 10  / 2 0  / 3 0

I I I t
/ / / PERCENT OF
/ / /
I I I RANGE
I / / 40

20

‘5 
-

z 50

8
I.- - — — —
I.-z

F o_

T

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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It can be seen that if the inheren t T/B contrast is 60% and the
observer—to—target range is 40% of the meteorological range, then the
apparent T/E contrast is about 12%. When the observer—to—targe t range
is reduced to 30% of the meteorological range , the apparent T/B contrast
becomes 18%. Decreases in observer—to—target range cause apparent T/B
contrast to increase at an accelerated rate. More complete derivations
are given in Appendix B.

Equation 1: Aspect , Wake , and Sun Angle

Equation 1 (from Experiment II) is straightforward , but it is neces-
sary to be aware of certain restrictions and limitations . The information
necessary to use the equation includes the elevation angle of the sun in
degrees. The angle must be between 14 and 62 degrees and the ship must
be front_/side_lighted .* Secondly, it is necessary to know the aspect
angle in degrees off the ship ’s bow . This angle must be between 10 and
90 degrees. The third bit of information needed to use the equation is
the wake size as a percent of the ship width (between 0 and 100). If
the wake on each side of the ship is equal in width to the ship, it is
the 100% condition . Finally, the depression angle of the camera should
be between 12 and 24 degrees .

If all the above is known, the equation will give recognition ranges V

for a system with a 5.7—degree HFOV when the target is 152 meters long
and visibility is unlimited . If, in fact, the target is 152 meters long
and the system HFOV is 5.7 degrees, then on a clear cay , recognition
ranges could be computed as follows .

Given:

Sun elevation angle, deg = 20
Ship aspect angle , deg = 45
Ship wake, % = 100,

the equation is used as is to compute recognition range , R

R — 0.11(20) + 0.20(45) — 0.10(100) + 22.39 — 23.6 kilometers

If it happens that the ship is 100 meters long and the HR~V is 9 degrees,
then it is necessary to multiply

(100/152) x (5.7/9) x 23.59

to correc t for differences in ship size and HFOV . The predicted range
then becomes 9.8 kilometers.

0 Over-the-thoulder lighting should probably be avoided because It gives three-dimensional forms a flat
appearance ,hlle light coming In from the sIde (90 degrees with respect to the camera) may produos confusing V
shadows. Light azlmuthe of about 30 to 70 degrees would probably be optimal for positive contrast targets.

16
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However, if the system HFOV is over about 15 degrees, tangents
should be used, and the final equation for recognition range, R, is

R — [O.11E + O..20A — 0.10W + 22.39] 
ir~l 1 tan (RFOV/2) I (6)

where

R — combatant/merchant recognition, in kilometers
SL — the actual ship length, in meters

HFOV — the system ’s horizontal field of view, in degrees

Equation 2: Aspect and Contrast

Equation 2 (Experiment III) is for low—altitude approaches (less
than 1—degree camera depression angle) . It is necessary to compu te
logarithms to the base 10 and target—to—back ground contrast us ing the
formula:

T/B contrast — B — [(L~ — L
b

)/L
b
] x 100,

where

Lt — luminance of the target
Lb - luminance of the background .

V To use this equation it is necessary to know: (1) the ship aspect
angle in degrees off the bow, which must be between 20 and 70 degrees;
(2) percent T/E contrast (between —75 and +100%); and (3) the contrast
sign, positive (1) or negative (0). Contrast values that are less than
—75% can be used by inserting 75 into the equation, and contrast values
that are greater than 100% can be used by inserting 100 into the
equation. The same thing that applied to Equation 6 with regard to ship
length and HFOV is also true in this case. Therefore, the complete
equation for recognition range, r, is

5 7°\

R - [23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log B - 8.32 C - 33.l](~~~) 
(tan 2 ) (7)
s
tan 2 /

Predicting Visibility Effects

The target—background contrast , B , is the contrast at the imaging
system . The effects of atmospheric attenuation can be included by intro—
ducing the meteorological range, or visibility, V, and the contrast at the
targst ( inheren t contrast) , Co. The der ivation of the equations and the
modification to Equat ion 7 are given in Appendix B. With these additional
terms , Equation 7 becomes

17
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23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log C0 — 
8.32 C — 33.1

R — HFOV (8)
3058 tan 2 26 33

SL +

where

A - ship aspect angle in degrees off the bow

C0 — inherent contrast of the ship , in percent
C 1 if the contrast is positive and 0 if it is negative

SL — ship length in meters

HFOV the horizontal field of view of the sensor system

v a visibility, in kilometers

R a range at which combatant can be differentiated from
merchant ship, in kilometers .

Given the f ollowing situation:

Aspect angle (A) — 45 degrees
TIE contrast at the sensor (E) — 7.5%

Contrast sign (C) — positive
Ship length = 160 meters
System HFOV a 18 degrees,

the equation would be solved by first computing Log 45 and Log 7.5. In-
setting the numbers into Equation 7 gives

R — (23.5(1.65) + 15.5(0.88) — 41.4) (160/152 x tan (5.7/2)/tan (18/2)

wh ich yields a recognition range of 3.6 kilometers . The effect of visibil-
ity on the above situation is shown in Figure 10 , where an inherent con-
t rast , C0, of 7.5% was assumed .

Orientation

Equation 4, also from Experiment III , is the better of the two V
equations for predicting orientation ranges. The conditions under which
the equation can be used are the same as those for Equation 7, i.e.,
low camera depress ion angle, ship aspect angle between 20 and 70 degrees,
and so forth. Also, the same modifications must be made for various ship
lengths and camera HPOVs; therefore, the final equation for predicting
the rang. at which a ship’s orientation can be determined is

/tan 5 7°\ 
0 

. .:

0 — [14.4 Log A + 17.8 Log I — 3.32 C — 26.0)(~~~.) 
(
s
tan !!12!) 

(9)
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where 0 is the range at which the direction of travel of the ship can be
recognized.

V As before , the effects of the at mosphere can be included to y ield

14.4 Log A + 17.8 Log C0 — 
3.32 C — 26.0

0 — HFOV (10)
3058 tan —

~~~ 30 2
SL + 

V

The other two equations from Experiment III (Equation 3, which
predicts recognition range, and Equation 5, which predicts orientation
range) do not make use of log transformations and predict with less
accuracy, although the difference in prediction accuracy between Equa-
tions 4 and 5 is small. These equations are used in the same manner
as Equations 7 and 8; i.e., different ship lengths and camera HFOVs are
accounted for the same way . The limits on the conditions under which
they can be used are also the same.

4 —

~~ 2 -  -

0 I I
100 50 30 20 10

VISI B ILITY , km

FIGURE 10. Effect of Visibility on Recognition Range.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Experiments II and Ill

It is worth while to compare some of the results of Experiment II
and III since the targe ts wer e the same for both experiments and the
television systems wer e very similar . Comparison of the curves for V

percen t targets recognized at each range when th. ship aspect angles are V~~~• the same (Figure 11) should show the effects due to changes in the camer a
depression angle and/or ship wake differences between the two .xper i.ents.
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It can be seen that , for a given ship aspect angle and number of TV
lines across the target, targets were recognized at more distant ranges
in Experiment III than Experiment II. This can be a t t r ibuted to d i f fe r -
ences in camera depression angle (16.9 minu tes versus 18 degrees) or to
the effect from ship wake differences . The data seem to point to the
latte r.

A wake of some size was present under most conditions in Experi-
ment II. These wakes were clearly visible on the television monitor ,
greatly affecting the T/B contrast and causing some glare just around
the target. Although flat wakes were lined in each condition of
Experiment III, they were never visib 1 e on the television monitor.
Therefo re , they did l i t t le  to change the T/B contrast and caused no glare .

Additional evidence that wakes and not camera depression angle
differences caused the di fferences in recognition ranges can be seen
in Figure 2, where the recognition ranges were longer for the zero wake
condition than for any of the other conditions . Camera depression angle
was held constant at 18 degrees and the data were averaged over the other
factors (aspect angle, light elevation , etc.).

Finally, in Experiment I it was found that ship wake and its
interactions accounted fot more of the variation in the data than camera
depression angle and its interactions . Also , the main effect of ship

V wake was statistically significant while camera depression angle was not.

Other Studies

For a number of reasons, it is difficult to make meaningful compari-
Sons among the data collected in various experiments dealing with the
same subject. One problem concerns the reporting of the experiment.
Pertinent information (e.g., camera H~~V , target dimensions , image
length or width , visual angle , etc.) are often not reported. For this
reason it is impossible to graph the results on a common scale. Other
things (e.g., camera resolution and T/B contrast), if not reported ,
make it virtually impossible to interpret what caused differences among
sets of data. Therefore, althoug~t several experiments were reviewed ,
few comparisons could be made .

One that could be compared with Experiment III of this report was
reported by Decker. 2 He conducted a laboratory experiment in which the
subjects ’ task was to identify positive T/E contrast ship images on
television. Six 1:1250 scale—model ships, which were approximately the
same size as the ones used in Experiment III, provided the broadside
target images. The data Decker collected in the no—noise, high modu-
lation transfer function (~fFF) condition was graphed on a common scale

2 Naval Weapons Center. Wanitip Fd enllflce:krn With Ekctro.Opflcai Imqing Systems, by P. R. Decker.
Chins Lake . Ca l if ., NWC. September 1976. (NWC TP 5895, pub lIcation UNCLASSIFIED. )
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V 

with data from Experiment III in which the T/B contrast was high—positive
and the ship aspect angle was 70 degrees (Figure 12). Target image
lengths at recognition (Experiment III) were about half as long as the
identification lengths obtained by Decker. Apparently lost of the
difference can be attributed to the more difficult task of identifying
one of six targets as compared to recognition with only two possibilities.

100

80 — EXP III DECKER , 1976

~~~~ 4 0 -
I
UI
a.

20

0 VJ I -J

0 6 10 15 20 26

SHIP LENGTH, mm

FIGURE 12. Comparison of the Results of Experiment 111 With Those Obtained by Decker ,
1976. 
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Tables that give the number of scan lines and the visual angle
required for 80 to 100% probability of target detection, recognition,
or identification were published in a previous NWC report.3 It was
reported that 9 to 12 scan lines are required for ship, vehicle,
building, bridge, and aircraft recognition, while target image visual
angles required for recognition varied from about 10 to 30 minutes of
arc.

At least one full degree of arc was required for 80% recognition
of the high—positive contrast ship images in Experiment II of this
report. The same level of performance was achieved in Experiment III
at visual angles of about 30 minutes of arc (high—positivc contrast)
and 24 minutes of arc (high—negative contrast). The large difference
in visual angle was due to differences in subjec t viewing distance
(38 centimeters in the second experiment and 71 centimeters in the
third). Apparently the subjects in Experiment II could have been
moved back from the monitor until the visual angle was reduced to
30 minutes of arc or less without affecting performance.

A study was conducted by Richardson in 1962 in which he analyzed
3,465 detailed reports of surface vessel sightings from aircraft. ’
Seventeen factors were evaluated to determine the effect uf each on
threshold ship detection ranges . The rank order of some of the factors ,
from stronger to weaker effect on performance, is given in Table 4.
Rank order of the factors from Experiments LI and III, based on each
factor ’s effect on ship recognition range, is given in the first column.

V It can be seen that there is agreement on the relative rank order
of several factors even though the dependent measures were not the same
in the two reports . Meteorological visibility (simulated in the labora-
tory by varying TIE contrast) was ranked number one in each case. There
is disagreement on the rank—ordering of target—relative bearing , wake
size , and aircraft altitude . Target—relative bearing and wake size
apparently have a stronger effect on recognition range than detection
ran ge , while the reverse is true for  aircraft  altitude .

Our data are in agreement on how sun altitude affects target
acquisition. Richardson ’s analysis revealed increasing detection ranges
with decreases in sun altitude from 90 to 0 degrees . The same relation-
ship held for recognition ranges as light elevation was varied in
Experiment II of this report.

Naval Weapons Center. Line Criteria in Target Acqul~tkn With Electro-Opti cgi DeVIces, by R. A. Erickson.
China Lake, Calif ., NV/C, March 1976. (NV/C TI’ 5854 , pub licat Ion UNCLASSIFIED.)

Bureau of Ships. A Study of the Facto rs Affect ing the Sl~ht1n.g of Surface Vessels Fm.n Airc raft, by W.
V H. Richardson. Scripps Institution of Oceanoçaphy. San Diego, Calif., SlO. June 1962. (Sb Ref. 62 13, ~. :

publicat ion UNCLASSIFIED.) V .
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The two sets of data pa rtially agree on the way ship acquisition is
affected by the relative bearing of the sun. Richardson foun d detection
ranges to be longest with the sun directl y behind the observer. Shorter
ranges were obtained at a 90—degree angle. In Experiment II, the opt ise~~
light azimu th was foun d to be 30 to 70 de grees , with poo rer perf or mance
when the light was at 90 degrees or over—the—shoulder.

TABLE 4. Comparison of Factor Rank Order s .

Factors
Rank

Experiments II and III Richardson’s study ’ _______

Meterological visibility Meterological visibility 1
(T/B contrast)

Target—relative bearing Aircraft altitude 2
(aspect angle)

Contrast sign Ship size 3

Wake size Height of major swells 4

Sun altitude Cloud cover 5
(light elevation)

Target differences Wind velocity 6

Relative bearing of sun Target—relative bearing 7
(light azimuth)

Aircraft altitud e Sun altitud e 8
(camera depression angle)

Relative bearing of sun 9

_______________________________ 
Wake size 10
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CONCLUSIONS

1. T/B contrast , contrast sign (the target is darker or lighter
than the background), ship aspect angle, ship wake size, and light (sun)
elevation each have statistically significant effects on ship recognition/
identification range on television . These variables also affect the range
at which ship orientation can be determined.

2. Ship images can be recognized at longer ranges if the camera
depression is les8 than 1 degree than if it is over 12 degrees, probably
because the wake is not visible at lower altitudes .

3. Recognition and orientation ranges are longer when the ship is
darker than the background than when it is lighter.

4. Ship images are more difficult to recognize If they are at a
20—degree aspect angle to the observer than if they are at a 45— or
70—degree angle; however there is little difference between 45— and
70—degree angles.

5. Recognition range decreas es as wake size increases , at least
until it reaches 100% of the ship width on both the port and starboard
sides.

6. Recognition range decreases as the sun elevation increases
(between 1.4 and 62 . degrees ).

V 7. Recognition ranges are longer for positive—contrast ship
images if the target is front—/side—lighted (about 30 to 70 degrees
azimuth).
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Appendix A

DETAILS OF THREE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

EXPERIME NT I

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects participating in Experiment I were eight employees of
the Naval Weapons Center (four men and four women), each with near and
far binocular visual acuity (corrected or uncorrected) of 20/20 or better.

A completely crossed—factorial design was employed to test the
effects of seven factors on the variation in observers’ ability to
identify ship targets on television. The factors were : (1) targets ,
(2) target aspect angle with respect to the cam era,5 (3) slant range ,
(4) light position , (5) depression angle , and (6) wake (Table A—l).
Subjects were also considered a factor in the analysis.

— 
TABLE A-L The Experimental Des~gn.

V Slant range , km
8 I 16

_____ _________ _______ Aspect an ].e , deg ________
30 90 30 90

Wake Depression Light Ship Shin Ship Shivangle , deg position 
~ ~, ~ 3 ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ 3 ~~

V 

12 Front
__________ Back

No 
24 Front ::::::::::::::: : V

_____ _________ Back - - - - Eight subjects — - - —
12 Front

V BackYes . — - — - -Front
Back

~~~~~~~

Aieo known as relative bearing.
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The 128 conditions tested per subject were divided into four
blocks of 32 trials each. The 32 trials are randomized within each of
the four blocks. A Latin-square technique was used to partially counter—
balance the order of presentation of the four blocks of trials between
subjects (Table A—2). Each of the four pairs of subjects received a
different order. Each pair of subjects tested together saw the conditions
in the same order.

TABLE A-2. Order of Presentation of the Four Blocks~
of Trials (A, B, C, D) for Each Pair of Subjects.

_______ Order _____Subjects 1 2 3 4

1,2 A B D C

3 ,4 B C A D

5 ,6 C D B A

7,8 D A C B

A forced—choice technique was used to obtain the dependent variable ,
which was either correct or incorrect identification of the ship target
for each condition.

Apparatus

Electronic Equi pment. The electronic equipment used in recording
and display of the imagery consisted of the following items :

1. Ampex camera , Model CC450 , 525—nominal line rate with 2:1
interlace.

2. Video tap e reco rder , ?~~del 660B , with 40—dB peak—to—peak ,
signal—to—noise ratio.

3. Conrac monitors, ~~de1 RND9, with 228.6—millimeter diagonal
display , reduced to 13 centimeter by black tape placed around
perimeter of the raster s .

4. Oscilloscope , Tektronix Model 7613 .

An oscillator , amplifier , and speaker were also used to record and
play back v.rbal instructions and ton es. The comp lete equipment con—
figuration is shown in Figures A—l and A—2

_____  
.

~~~~
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OSCILLO ScOPE

II
TV MONITOR

VI DEO TAPE
R E C OR D E R

V 

TV CAMERA

- FIGURE A-i. Recording Configuration-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

— FIGURE A-2. Playback Configuration.
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Back4round. A calm sea state was simulated by applying several
shades of gray acrylic paint to a styrofoam/cardboard surface which was
2.44 meters square .

Targets. The targets were four 1:1250 scale—model warships .
Table A—3 provides target and wake image lengths as a percent of the
disp lay width. In Figure A— 3 , the scale—model ships are shown against
the background used in the experiment .

V 

TABLE A-3. Ship and Wake Image Lengths. _____

Image length ,S~.an t Target 
~ of disolay widtha Totalrange , km No. Ship 

- 
Wake ______

8 1 21.9 23.4 45.3
2 21.9 23.4 45.3
3 17.2 23.4 40.6
4 17.2 23.4 40.6

16 1 10.2 10.9 21.1
2 10.2 10.9 21.1
3 7.8 10.9 18.7
4 7.8 10.9 18.7

a The disp lay widths of the rasters used for
playback were 101.6 mm each , after partially masking
with black tape.

Lighting. The background and target were lighted with a Mole—
Richardson lamp which contained a single 1,000—watt bulb . The target—to—
lamp elevation angle was 38 degrees when the target was front-lighted.
Back—lig hted , the angle of elevation was 19 degrees . The locations of
the lamp relative to the target and camera are shown in Figure A—4.

The luminance values of the videotaped background , target , and
wake , measured with a telephoto meter directed at one of the monitors
used in the experiment , are given in Table A—4 .

TV Camera. A zoom lens on the camera was adjusted to simulate an
elect ro—optica l (E—0) system wi th a 5.7—degree HF OV at simulated
distances of 16 and 8 kilometers. 

V

Elevations simulated when the depression angle of the camera was
12 degr ee. were 3, 320 meters when the simulated slan t range was 16 kilo-
meters , and 1,660 meters at the 8—kilometers slant range. With the
depression angle of the camera at 24 degrees , the elevations simulated
were 6,500 and 3 ,250 meters (for 16— and 8—kilometers slant ranges ,
respectively).

30
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__ ?~~~~~~~~~~~~ g
T (1)
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V~~~~~~~~~~ V V

FIGURE A-3 . Photograph of Four Scale-Model Warships Against Simulated Oceati Background.
(One ship is shown with wake attached. )
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TABLE A4. Luminance of Videotape-Recorded BackgroLmd,
Target. and Wake Under Experimental Conditions.

Slant Ligh t Luminance , footlamber tsa
e range , km position Background Target Wake

8 Front 18.0 36.5 56.5
Back 15.0 13.5 39.5

Yes 
16 

Front 11.0 16.0 20.5
Back 7.0 6.0 20 .5

8 Fron t 17.5 31.5

N Back 14.5 11.5 . ..
16 Front 10.0 13.0 . . -

Back 7.0 5.5 - - -
a 0.292 Footlambert 1 Nit.

SIMULATED OCEAN

LIGHT
IBA CK~ .

—.~
67°

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ARGE T

V 
~~~~5°~~~ 

LIGHT
IFR ONT)

TO C A M E R A

FIGURE A.4. Sketch of light Location Relative to -

Target and Camera. •
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Subject Room. During the experiment , each subject was seated in a
room surfaced with acoustic tile. The room was divided into three
sepa rate spaces with large sheets of styrofoam /cardboard which extended
from the ceiling to tne floor. A vision tester was in one space and
each of the other two spaces contained one monitor on a table. A
speaker was also located in the room so the experimenter could provide
instructions for the subjects . Other subject room equipment included
briefing cards , scoresheets, and tensor lights. The lights enabled
subjects to see the briefing card and scoresheet clearly .

Reference Card. A reference card-with two photographs of each ship
was available to each subject throughout the experiment . One photograph
showed the ships at a 90—degree angle to the subject (broadside) and
the other at 30 degrees.

Vision Testing. A Bausch and Lomb Armed Forces Vision Tester was
used to test each subject ’s binocular visual acuity .

Procedure

Videotape Recording. The background and equipment used to videotape
the trials for later presentation to subjects were set up in one long
room with the camera at a distance of 5.2 meters from the target .

The equation

W — 2R(SF) tan (F/2),

where

R - sianlated range
SF — scale factor
F = ~OV of the simulated system,

was used to calculate the width of the background section that was visible
on the monitor at the desired ranges and POV. The equipment was cali-
brated , using thes e distances , to provide for a quick simulated range
change between conditions whenever necessary .

The ship targets were videotape—recorded against the background.
Necessary changes between conditions were made for each run and each 

V

trial was timed with a stopwatch.

Subject Testing. Two subj ects at a time participated in the experi - V

merit. Each was seated at one of the two tables where the monitors were
located and recorded instructions were played (Appendix A—i). Following
the instructions, each subject placed his forehead against a pad which was V

V fixed at a distance of 38 centimeters from the monitor. In this position V

the subject could easily see the briefing card , which was just below the

33
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ras ter , and the scoresheet. The subjects were then tested on 64 practice
trials which were randomly selected from the 128 conditions tested in the
act ual experiment. The subjects were told the correct targe t number at
the end of each of the f i rs t  32 practice trials . The second set of 32
practice trials were run in a manner identifical to the data trials ,
without  identification of the ships following the subject ’s response .

Each trial lasted 15 seconds . A buzzer sounded at the end of
10 seconds , signaling the subjects to respond immediately . Each subject
independen tly made a response for each t rial , wr i t ing  what he believed
to be the correct ship number in the appropriate space on the scoresheet.
There was no rest period between the trials.

RESU LTS AND DISCUSSION

The objective of the experiment was to rank—order the seven factors
tested according to the contribution of each to the total variability in
the data. Therefore, an analysis of variance was conducted on the data.
This gave, in addition to significance levels, the sum of squares for
each factor and interaction . The sums of squares were then used to
compute the percent of data variance for which each factor and its
respective second— and third—order interactions accounted . The outcome V

of these computations is presented in Table A—S . The factor and its
interactions ranked number one (targets) had the strongest effect , while
the factor plus interactions ranked seventh (depression angle) had the
weakest ef fec t .

A summary of the analysis of variance is in Appendix A—2 . Results
of the analysis are given for all the main effects but only the signi-
ficant interactions are given. Eta2, the stan of squares for a factor
or interaction divided by the total sum of squares, is also given in
the analysis of variance table. Strictly speaking, the calculations V
of percent variability in Table A—5 cannot be called Eta2 since the
total sum of squares was greatly inflated. This had to be the case
since the sums of squares for the interactions were counted more than 

V

once; i.e., second—order interactions were totaled twice and third—order
interactions were totaled three times. It was felt , however, that
interactions plus main effects would more accurately indicate the
strength of a factor than the main effect alone. A factor may have 

V

almost no main effect while the interactions account for a great deal
of the variance in the data. This was, in fact , the case with light
position , ranked number three .
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TABLE A-5. Rank Order of Factors Based on Percent of Total Sum
of Squa res Accounted for By Each Factor and Its Second-

and Third-Order Interactions.
Percent ofSum of RankFactor total sunssquares orderof squares

Targets
Main ef fec t  10.58 19 02 1Interactions 148. 71

Subjects
Main effect  3.75 18 73 2Interactions 153.16 -

- 
Light position

Main effect  0.02 13 79 3Interactions 115.46
Wake

Main effect 10.77 
13 31 4Interactions 100.70

Aspect angle
Main effect  14.77 12 95 5Interactions 93.74

Range
Main effect 5.79 11 40 6Interactions 89.72

Depression angle
Main e f fec t  0.05 10 80 7Interactions 90.46

Total5 837.68 100 .00 
________

~ The actual total sum of squares is 274.55.
The total used in this table is much larger since
each interaction was counted more than once .

Unfortunately, targets (ranked one) and subjects (ranked two)
accounted for over a third of the total sum of squares. These factors ,
together with their respective interactions, had relatively stronger
effects on ship identification probability than the other factors. This
was partly due to the levels chosen for each of the other five factors.
For example, if the aspect angles off the ship ’s bow had been 10 and
90 degrees instead of 30 and 90 degrees , the effect due to this factor
would probably have been much greater. Also, the effect due to targets
resulted from differences in size as well as shape. Holding size constant
across targets would have decreased the strength of this factor’s effect.

- 
- Only one f actor , depression angle , was dropped from the selection

of independent variables for the next experiment, while slant range
became one of the dependent measures .

~~~~~~V V
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EXPERIMENT II

OVERVI EW

Scale—model combatant and merchant ships were placed singly on
a simulated ocean back ground and videotape—recorded at various levels
of light azimuth and elevation, ship aspect angle, and wake size . The
recorded imagery was then played back for observers who tried to
recognize the ships (combatant or merchant) at each of four simulated
ranges. The data were used to construtt curves of range versus
probability of recognition under various conditions and to generate an
equation to predict recognition range as a function of the independent
variables tested.

METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were six employees of the Naval Weapons Center with
corrected or uncorrected near and far binocular visual acuity of 20/20
or better.

Desig~

A within—subject response surface methodology (RSM) central V

composite design was employed to determine the range at which ship
targets coul d be recognized on television (see publication cited in
Footnote 1, p . 4 ) .  The desi gn consisted of :  (1) a 2” factorial por tion ,
and (2) an axial or star portion . The independent variables were light
azimuth (Z), light elevation (E), ship aspect angle (A), and wake size
(W). Table A—6 gives the levels of each independent variable for both
the factorial and axial parts of the design.

TABLE A6.  Factors and Levels for Each Part of the Design.
Level

Factor Factorial Axial
________________________ 

portion portion

Light azimuth, deg 30 , 70 10 ,50 ,90 V

Light elevation, deg 26,50 14 ,38,62
Ship aspect angle, deg 30,70 10,50,90
Wake size, ~a 25, 75 0,50,100

a Percen t of the scale—model shi p ’s width

V 

and length .
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Each of 25 conditions were tested at four simulated ranges using
V four scale—model ship targets . One of the conditions (center point)

was replicated six times . Therefore, each subject received a total of
V 480 trials (30 x 4 x 4 480). Table A—7 shows the location of the

25 conditions tested in this experiment with respect to a full factorial
design of four factors each at five levels.

TABLE A-7. The Conditions Tested .
The Os mark the conditions comprising the 24 factorial

part of the design while the Xs mark the axial portion .

A~ OEG
10 j 50 70 j 90

— _ t_ _
14 VV _ V VV 

i~i Ii I I 4° 9- _ _ _
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_ _ _ _
30 38

— -- V V V~ V V~ - - - -

50 0 1  0

~~i~~IiL~1III1iT I I I_ _ _ _  
— 

~
_ f  X 

—

so ~~~~~~~~~

‘ 

ix - - 1
62

i~i I i iI  I I~ 
— 

~ 70 38 
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Apparatus

Elect ronic Eq~uipment. With the exception of the camera , the
electronic equipment used in recording and display of the imagery
was the same as that used in Experiment I. A Cohu camera , 3100 series ,V 

525—nominal line rate with 2:1 interlace was used in this experiment.

37
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Background. A calm sea state was simulated by applying several
shades of gray acrylic paint to a 2.44—meter square surface .

Targets. The targets were four 1:1250 scale—model ships. The
ship ’s orientation was measured in degrees off the bow which was always
in the left front quadrant of the background with respect to the camera .
Table A—8 provides scale—model target image lengths as a percent of the
horizontal field of view based on ship length of 12.2 centimeters at
90—degrees aspect angle. The visual angle is based on a viewing distance
of 38 centimeters. The scale—model sh~ps are shown in Figure A—S against
the simulated ocean background. Photographs of the actual videotaped
imagery are in Appendix A—3 . The resolution is slightly poorer in the
photographs than it was on the monitor.

TABLE A-8. Image Length, and Visual Angle HFOV, at Each
____________ ___________ Range Tested. 

_______________

Simulated HR~V at Ship length, Image length Visual
range , km ship, cm % of HFOV on monitor , 

angle, deg

36 288.0 4.24 17.5 1.13
32 256.0 4.76 8.5 1.28
28 224.0 5.45 9.7 1.46
24 192.0 6.35 11.3 1.70

20 160 .0 7.62 13.6 2.05

16 128.0 9.53 17.0 2.56
12 96.0 12.71 22.6 3.41

8 64.0 19.06 33.9 5.11

Lightin .~~ Lighting for the target and background was provided by a
Mole—Richardson lamp with a single 1,000—watt bulb . The target was
front—lighted with the lamp always in the right front quadrant of the
background as shown in Figure A—6 . Iii this figure the lamp and target
are each shown in only one orientation with respect to the camera. Of
course , the light was varied both in azimuth and elevation , but  it was
always in the right front quadrant .

The luminance values of the videotaped background , target , and wake ,
measured with a telephoto meter directed at the monitor used in the
experiment , are given in Table A—9 . The measurements were taken under
one condition (center point) with the images at a simulated range of
8 kilometers.

38
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TABLE A-9. Luminance of Videotape.Recorded
V Back ground . Target , and Wake.

Measurements were taken on the TV monitor.
Luminance, ftLaWake s ize ,

Background T~i rget W;ike

0 15.0 52.0
25 15.5 55.0 100.0
50 16.0 5 J  130.0
75 16.0 58.0 135.0

100 
— 

16.0 58.0 145.0 
—

a 0.292 ftL = 1 nit.

(1) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-~~_ !~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~d~’i ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (2)

FIGURE A-5. Photographs of the Four Scale-Model Ships Against Sim ulated Ocean Background.
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mMU LATEO OCEAN1—
~~~~~~~~~ GET 

—

\. 
M FIGURE A4. Sketch of Ught and Target With

Respect to the Camera.

TO CAMERA 
LIGHT

TV Camer a. A zoom lens was used to simulate an E-O system with a
5 7—de gree IIPOV at simulated distances varying from 36 to 8 kilometers
at 4—kilometer intervals . The horizontal and vertical resolution of the
recorded imagery we re 300 and 250 TV lines per raster hei ght , respectively .

The camera—to--target depression angle was 18 degrees . Table A—lO
gives the simulated altitudes for each simulated range tested in the
experiment.

TABLE A-b. Simulated Altitudes.

Simulated Simulated
range, km altitude , m

36 11,124
32 9 ,888
28 8,652
24 7,416
20 6,180

V 16 4 ,944
12 3,708
8 2 ,472

!~~j.ct loom. During the experiment th. subject was seated in a room
sur faced with acoustic tile . The room was divided into two spaces , one
for vision—test ing equipment and one for the television monitor. A speaker
was also in the room to provid, instructions and warning tones for the
subject. Other subject room equipment included a reference card , score—
shsets , and a tensor light . 

V
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Reference Card. A reference card with two photographs of each ship
was available to the subject throughout the experiment. One photograph
showed the ships oriented at 90 degrees and the other was at 30 degrees

V off the bow .

Vision Testing. A Bausch and Lomb Armed Forces Vision Tester was
used to test each subject’s binocular visual acuity .

Procedure

Videotape Recording. Instructions to the subjects were videotaped
for presentation before the actual test trials began. These instructions
consisted of broadside close—ups of each of the four ship targets to be
used in the tests accompanied with verbal instructions on the sound track
of the tape (see Appendix A—4) .

For the actual test imagery, 16 trials (four ships x four ranges)
were recorded with target orientation, wake, light azimuth , and light
elevation each set at a particular value. This combination of values
was called a condition to correspond to the notation in Table A—7 . Then
another 16 trials were videotaped at another set of values (another
condition), and so on, until all 25 conditions were recorded once except
the center point shown in Table A—7, which was recorded six times .

The first trial for a condition was recorded at a simulated slant
range of either 36 or 32 kilometers . Then rhç zoom lens was used to
decrease the simulated slant range by 8 kilometers and another trial
was recorded. This was repeated at four ranges (36, 28, 20 and 12
kilometers or 32, 24 , 16, and 8 kilometers). The ship target was changed
a f t er each set of four trials until each of the four targets had been
videotaped at four ranges , then the condition was changed and the whole
process repeated .

Each trial was videotaped for 12 seconds. After 9 seconds had
elapsed , a tone was recorded to cue the subj ect to respond imediately .

Additional ship images were videotape—recorded for use in practice
trials . The imagery was very similar to that used in the actual data
trials , the major difference being the simulated ranges . For the practice
trials the nearest range was about 5 kilometers.

Sub~~~ t Teating. Following a visual acuity test , the subject was
seated at a table in the subject room where the monitor was located and
instructions were played. The subject then placed his forehead against
a fixed pad located 38 centimeters from the monitor, and videotaped
practice trials were presented. There were 100 practice trials in all.
For each trial the subject marked a C (combatant) or M (merchant) in the
appropriate space on a scoreaheet . All 25 conditions were presented , each
with one targe t at four ranges . The target was easily recognizable at the
fourth range (nearest) for each set of four practice trials .

41.
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After the practice trials , the subject was given a break of about
10 minutes . This was followed by 160 of the 480 data trials and that
ended the first data collection session. The subject returned the
following day and was administered the remaining 320 data trials . There
was another break of about 10 minutes after 160 of the remainin g trials
had been presented. Data collection ended with the presentation of
the remaining 160 trials. This entire procedure was repeated for each
of the six subjects tested.

The presentation of the three orthogonal blocks of 160 trials each
was completely counterbalanced among subjects. Two of the blocks were
each one—half replicates of the 2

a factorial part of the design plus
two center points each . The third block of trials consisted of the
axial portion of the design plus two center points .

RESULTS

Data Description

The raw data consisted of simulated slant ranges at which the
subjects recog nized the target as either a combatan t or a merchant ship
under each set of conditions teàted . Obser vations were totaled ove r
subjects and ship targets to compute the percent of the ships recognized
at each simulated range and each set ~~ conditions tested. These computa-
tions were used to construct four graphs . Each graph gives the percent
of the ship targets recog nized as a function of a range and one other
factor (Figures A—7 , A—8 , A—9 , and A—1O). The number of scan lines
across the target are also given for each simulated range .

The number of scan lines across the target required for recognition
agrees with the results of previous studies at NWC .3 Requirements
derived from the data indicated that 9 to 12 lines were sufficient for
ship, vehicle, building, and aircraft recognition at 80% or better
probability . Except for the most ext reme conditions , approximately
9 scan lines were sufficient for 80% recognition probability in the
present experiment.

— •~~ V )
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TV LINES
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FIGURE A-i . Probability of Ship Recognition as a
Function of Range and Ship Aspect Angle.
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FIGURE A.8. Probability of Ship Recognition as a
Function of Range and Ll~tt Elevation. 
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TV LINES
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FIG URE A-9. Probability of Ship Recognition as a
Function of Range and Wake Size.
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V FIGUR E A.I0. Probability of Ship Recognition as a
Function of Range and Light Azimuth. 
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Multiple Regression Analysis

One range, the range at which five out of the six subjects recog-
nized the target for each set of conditions , was computed for use in
subsequent analyses. An explanation of the computational procedures is
contained in Appendix A—5 .

The data were further reduced by taking the mean range at which
the four ships were recognized by f ive out of the six subjects for each
of the 25 combinations of A , E , 0 , and W . Since the center point was
replicated six times , a total of 30 data points was used in this analysis ,
a multiple regression of the slant range on the four independent variables
followed by an analysis of variance on the results of the regression.
A computer program developed specifically for RSM designs was employed
to perform the analysis.5

The analysis yielded the equation

Range = 0.009(Z) — 0.109(E) + 0.188(0) — 0.100(W) + 23.113

as the equation which provided the best least—squares fit to the data.
The multiple regression coefficient was 0.867. Table A—ll presents the
results of an analysis of variance on the results of the regression.

TABLE A-I I . Regression Analysis of Variance .

Source of variation df MS F <P

Regression 4 132.35 30.45 0.005
Light azimuth 1 0.84 0.19 a

Light elevation 1 40.82 9.39 0.05

Ship orientation 1 338.25 77.81 0.001
Wake size 1 149.48 34.39 0.005

Residual 25 6.99
Lack of fit 20 7.65 1.76 a

Rep lications 5 4.35 
______ _______

a Probabili ty greater than 0.25.

~ Aviation Research Laboratory, Institute or Aviation. General Computer Program ftw Reaponse Surfa ce
Methodology Analyses, by C. Clark , R. C. WWIges, and S- (3. Canner. University or Illinois. U rbsna.ChampaI~n. May V

1971. (Technlcsi Report No. ARL.7I -SlAFOSR~7I-I , Contract No. F44620-70COIOS. publication
• UNCLASSIFIED.)
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Since the light azimuth factor was not statistically significant
and contributed very little to the total stan of squares, it was dropped ,
the data were averaged across that factor , and another analysis was
conducted. A ~ i1tip1e regression of slant range on the three independent 

V

variables that remained revealed

Range — —0 .113(E) + 0.195(A) — 0.097(W) + 22.389

to be the equation that provided the best least—squares f i t  to the data.
The multiple regression coefficient was 0.919. The outcome of an analysis
of variance on the results of the regression is given in Table A—12.

TABLE A-I 2. Regression Analysis of Variance.

Source of variation df MS F <P

Regression 3 122.19 28.09 0.005 V

Light elevation 1 29.43 6.77 0.05
Ship orientation 1 242.58 55.77 0.001
Wake size 1 94.56 21 .74 0.001

Residual 16 4.19 ... ...
Lack of f i t  . 11 4.12 0.95 a
Replications 5 4.35 ______ _______

a Probability greater than 0.25.

The actual ranges at which five out of six subjects recognized the
targets averaged across ships and light azimuth are given in Table A—l3 ,
along with the range calculated by the prediction equation for each set
of conditions.
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TABLE A-13. Observed Range and Predicted Range for Each Condition.

Ligh t Ship
Wake Observed Calculatedelevation, orientation,

V 

. deg deg size , % range, km range, kin

50 30 25 22.4 20.1
50 70 25 28.0 27.9
50 30 75 17.3 15.3
50 70 75 24.4 23.1

V 26 30 25 25.2 22.9

26 70 25 31.7 30.6
26 30 75 17.9 18.0
26 70 75 26.6 25.8
14 50 50 24.6 25.7
62 50 50 18.4 20.3

38 10 50 11.5 15.2
38 90 50 28.7 30.8
38 50 0 26.0 27.8
38 50 100 17.1 18.1
38 50 50 23.4 23.0

38 50 50 26.3 23.0
38 50 50 21.0 23.0
38 50 50 20.9 23.0
38 50 50 23.3 23.0

V 

38 50 
— 

50 24.6 23.0

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of this experiment are consistent with the results of
the preliminary ship identification study conducted by the author. 6 In
that experiment , both wake Bize and ship orientation with respect to
the camera were statistically significant. In the present experiment ,
the range at which the ship targets could be recognized increased
steadily as the ship ’s aspect angle increased . There was also a steady
increase in recognition range as wake size decreased. Light position
was a factor in the preliminary experiment which did not have a signif-
icant effect .  The light was varied both in azimuth and elevation , but
the two factors were confounded and could not be analyzed separately .

6 Naval Weapons Center. Sh4, Idmtiflc.tlon of Telerislon: The Relative Effects of Some Environmental
FaCtOrs, by H. 0. Whltehurst. China lake , Calif.. NWC. March 1976. (NWC TM 2715. publicatIon
UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In the p resent experiment , the target was always front—lighted and the
light position was varied to allow independent estimates of effects due
to light azimuth and elevation . Recognition range was found to increase
steadily as the angle of elevation of the light decreased . Light
azimuth did not have a statistically significant effect and accounted
for very little variance.

However, it was clearly shown in Figure A—10 that fewer targets were
recognized when the light azimuth was 10 or 90 degrees than when it was
30, 50, or 70 degrees . Therefore , the relationship between recognition
range and light azimuth must be curvej.inear for azimuths between 0 and
90 degrees . Flat lighting could make form discrimination more difficult
when the light azimuth is 10 degrees (or over the shoulder). Confusion
resulting from too many shadows could be the cause of shorter recognition
ranges when the ligh t azimuth is 90 degrees .

Both p rediction equations provide predicted ranges that f i t  the data
very well as evidenced by the high multiple regression coefficients and
insignificance of the lack of f i t .  They give an accurate e s t ima te  of
recognition range with no t ransformations necessary and w i t h o u t  h ighe r
order terms being included . The recognition range predicted by the
second equation (without light azimuth) differed from the observed range
by an average of 1.56 kilometers . The difference accounted for only
6.8% of the average observed range .

The prediction equation arrived at in this repor t will prov ide an
accurate estimate of recognition range under certain conditions , e.g.,
unlimited visibility , calm sea s tate , similar T/E contrast , e tc .  The
television equipment must also be similar in terms of image quality, and
be equipped with •a 5.7—degree FUV lens.
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EXPERIMENT III

OVERVIEW

Scale—model ships were placed singly against a simulated ocean or
horizon background and videotape—recorded under several conditions of
ship aspect angle, T/B con tras t, and contrast sign (positive or negative).
The recorded imagery was then played back for observers who tried to
recognize the ships (combatant or merchan t)  and determin e the ship ’s
orientation ( lef t  or ri ght)  at each of four ranges. The data were used
to construc t curves of range at recognition and direction of movement
determination as a function of the independent variables . Prediction
equations were also generated.

METHOD -

Subjects

The subjects were six male employees of the Naval Weapons Center
with co rrected or uncorr ected near and fa r bi nocular visual acuity of
20/20 or better .

Design

A completely crossed factorial design was employed to test the
effects of three quantitative factors and two qualitative factors on the
range at which observers ’ can determine which direction a ship is moving
(o rientation),  and the range at which ship ta rgets can be recognized on
television (Table A— 14) . The factors were : (1) T/B contras t , ( 2)
contrast  sign ( I .e . ,  the ship was lighter or darker than the back ground) ,
(3) ship aspec t angle off  the bow , (4) targets , and (5) subjects , which
were included as a separate factor in two analyses .

The fo rmula C — Lt - Lb/Lb x 100 was used to compute percent
contrast. Percent contrast for the low— , medium— , and high—contrast
conditions was not the same at each videotaped range , nor was the percent
contrast for the high—positive and high—negative conditions the same .
Percent contrast for each contrast condition is given in Table A—is for
two ranges .

The orientation of the ship with respect to the camera was not
included as a separate factor in the design. Since the silhouette of
a ship moving to the left was virtually identical to the same ship moving
to the right, any variation due to orientation should have been extremely
small or nonexistent. Any effect due to orientation was confounded with
the target factor and its interactions only since: (1) each comb ination
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of T/B contrast , cont rast sign , and aspect angle was repeated four
t imes , once f o r each ship; and (2) wIthin each of these combinations ,
which were identical except for  the ship and orientation , the orienta—
tion of the ship was l e f t  twice and righ t twice . In addi t ion, the
merchant ships and the combatants were oriented lef t  and right an equal
number of times . The orientations of the ships fo r eight of the 72
conditions are given in Table A— l6.

TABLE A-14 . The Experimental Design.

The simulated ranges in km at which each sh ip  was videotaped are
given in each cell.

Aspec t ang le , de~
Contrast T/B 20 45 1 70
sign con tras t 

— 
Shi~~~ a~Lets 

—
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Positive Low 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
8 8 8  8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

MedIu m 32 28 28 28 32 28 28 28 36 36 36 36
24 20 20 20 24 20 20 20 28 28 28 28
16 12 12 12 16 12 12 12 20 20 20 20
8 4 4 4 8 4 4 4 12 12 12 12

Hi gh 32 32 28 28 44 36 36 ~~~ 44 44 44 44
24 24 20 20 36 28 28 28 36 36 36 36
16 16 12 12 28 20 20 20 28 28 28 28
8 8 4 4 20 12 12 12 20 20 20 20

V Negative Low 32 32 28 28 36 32 32 32 36 36 36 36
24 24 20 20 28 24 24 24 28 28 28 28
16 16 12 12 20 16 16 16 20 20 20 20

8 8 4 4 12 8 8 8 12 12 12 1. 2
Medium 32 32 32 32 44 44 36 44 44 44 44 44

24 24 24 24 36 36 28 36 36 36 36 36
16 16 16 16 28 28 20 28 28 28 28 28
8 8 8 8 20 20 12 20 20 20 20 20

V High 44 36 36 36 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52
36 28 28 28 44 44 44 44 44 44 44 44
28 20 20 20 36 36 36 36 36 36 36 36
20 12 12 12 28 28 28 28 28 28 28 28

-
; 
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TABLE A-iS. Percent Contrast for Each Contrast
Condition at Two Simulated Ranges.

Range, Contrast T/B contrast
km sign Low ?~~dium High

8 ÷ 07.7 34.0 100.0
— 07.7 34.0 74.0

20 + 06.8 31.0 90.0
— 06.8 31.0 68.0

TABLE A-16. Eight Conditions Which illustrate How Target
Orientation Was Handled .

___________ Condi tions Targe tT/B Aspect angle , Cont rast Ship orientationcontras t deg . sign ta r get

High 20 + 1 L
High 20 + 2 R
High 20 + 3 L
High . 20 + 4 R

High 20 — 1 R
High 20 — 2 L

V V High 20 — 3 R
,Hlgh 20 — 4 L
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Apparatus

Electronic E~u4pment. The electronic equipment used in recording
and display of the imagery was the same as that used in Experiment II.

Background. Two rectangular plywood backgrounds, one painted with
a ligh t sha de of gray and the other a darker -shade , were used . The
former was lighter than the ships and simulated the horizon , and the
latter was darker than the ships and simulated a perfectly calm sea
state.

Ta~~~ts. The four targets used in Experiment II were used again
in this experiment. Table A—l7 provides target image lengths on the
monitor for each aspect angle and seven of the simulated ranges . The
raster was 17.8 centimeters wide. Photographs of some of the videotaped
imagery are in Appendix A—6 . The resolution is slightly poorer in the
photographs than it was on the monitor.

TABLE A-li. Target image Length, Percent
of Display Width, and Visual Angle.

Ra nge , Aspect angle , Length , ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ang le ,

mm dega

4 20 23 12.9 1.86
4 45 48 27.0 3.87
4 70 64 36.0 5.16

12 20 8 4 .5 0.65
12 45 16 9.0 1.29
12 - 70 21 11.8 1.69
20 20 5 2.8 0.40
20 45 10 5.6 0.81
20 70 13 7.3 1.05

28 20 3 1.7 0.24
28 45 7 3.9 0.56
28 70 9 5.0 0.73

36 20 3 1.7 0.24
36 45 5 2.8 0.40
36 70 7 3.9 0.56

44 20 2 1.1 0.16
44 45 4 2. 2 0.32
44 70 6 3.4 0.48

V 

52 20 2 1.1 0.16
52 45 4 2.2 0.32
52 70 5 2.8 0.40 V

V a The viewing distance was 71 cm.
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Lighting . The main light source for the target was provided by a
Mole—Richardson lamp with a sin$Vle 1000—watt bulb . The same type of lamp
also provided the main l igh t source for the background . The background
light was connected to a variac. Changing the variac setting changed
the intensity of the light , thus allowing for quick and accurate changes
in T/E contrast between conditions. Fluorescent lights were placed above
and sl ightl y in f ront  of the target to provide -shadow f i l l .  The position
of the lights with respect to the target and camera is shown in Figure A—il .

I

‘I I

MAIN TARGET LIGHT FLUORESCENT
LI GHTS

C A M E R A
TAR G ET

~..t

FOREGRO
/
/
’

’

~

f 

BACK GROUND

MAIN BACKGROUND
LI GHT

V FIGURE A-l i .  Schematic Drawing of Experimental Arrangement During Videotaping.

Luminance values of the videotaped target and background for all
contrast conditions are given in Table A—l8. The measurements were
taken with a photometer directed at the monitor used in the experiment.
The target was broadside at a simulated range of 8 kilometers.

TABLE A-18. Luminance of Videotape-Recorded
Target and Background.

Contrast T/B Luminance , ftLa
sign contrast Target Background

Positive Low 49.0 45.5
Medium 51.0 38.0
High 64.0 32.0

Negative Low 48.0 52.0
Medium 43.0 65.0

___________ High 30.0 116.0
a 0.292 f tL — 1 ni t .  V V

______________________- -~~~~~~~
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TV Camera. A zoom lens was used to simulate an E—0 system with a
5.7—degree HFOV at simulated distances varying from 52 to four kilome ters.
The horizontal  and vertical resolution of the recorded Imagery was about
250 TV lines per raster height.

The camera—to—targe t  depression angle was 16.9 minutes of arc .
Tab le A—l9 gives the simulated a l t i tude  for each simulated range used
in the experiment.

TABLE A-19. Simulated Altitudes.

Simu lated r ange , Simulated altitude,
km ft a

52 836
44 708
36 579
32 515

28 450
24 386
20 322
16 257

12 193
8 128
4 64

a 1 ft = 0.3048 meter.

Because of the curvature of the earth, a target on the ocean may
be masked from view if the observer’s altitude is not high enough. The
minimum altitude required depends on the ground range——the greater the
range, the higher the altitude must be for an unmasked view of the
ta rget . Appendix A—i includes an equation for computing the maximum
unmasked range to the target for a given alti tude . The altitudes
simulated in this experiment were over twice the minimum required for an
unmasked view of the target.

Subject Room. During the experiment the subject was seated in a
space within a larger room which was partially surfaced with acoustic
tile. Equipment included a television monitor and speaker to provide
instructions and warning tones for the subject, a table and chair, a
reference card , and push button switches connected to a response
recorder.

Reference Card. A reference card with four photographs of each
ship was available to the subject throughout the experiment. The
photographs were silhouettes taken from the monitor. Two of the photo-
graphs of each ship were high positive contrast and two were high
negative contrast, with each shovn at aspect angles of 33 and 58 degrees
off the bow.
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Visi n Testing. A Bausch and Lomb Armed Forces Vis ion Tester was
used to test each subjec t ’s binocular visual acuity .

Proced ure

Videotape Recording. instructions to the subject were videotaped
for presentation before the actual test trials began . These instructions
consisted of broadside close—ups of each of the four ship targets
accompanied by verbal instructions very similar to those used in
Experiment II. 

-

The 72 experimental conditions were randomized and separated into
six blocks of 12 conditions each before videotaping began. Each con-
dition (i.e , a particular combination of target), aspect angle, contrast
sign, and T/B contrast was then videotaped at Four ranges for a total
of 288 test trials per subject.

The first trial for a condition was recorded at a simulated range
of 16, 28 , 32 , 36 , 44 , or 52 kilometers . A zoom lens was used to
decrease the slant range by 8 kilometers, unless the first trial was
16 kilometers in which case the slan t range was decreased at 4—
kilometer intervals. After the slant range was decreased, another trial
was videotaped . Thus , videotaping was done at f our ranges per condition

V with the simulated distance of the far range depending upon the levels of
the f actors of a particular condition.

Each trial was videotaped for 16 seconds . After 14 seconds had
V elapsed , a tone was recorded to cue the subject to respond immediately .

Eighteen of the 72 conditions (all combinations of T/B contrast,
contrast sign, and aspect angle) were videotape—recorded for use in
practice trials. Each of the 18 trials was videotaped with only one
of the ship targets. Each target was videotaped at least four times over
the 18 conditions. Since each condition was recorded at four ranges,
there was a total of 72 practice trials. The practice trials were
near ly identical to the actual data trials .

Subject Testing. Following a visual acuity test, the subject was
seated at a table in the subject room where the monitor was located and
the recorded instructions were played . The subject then placed his
forehead against a fixed pad and the 72 videotaped practice trials were
presented . For each trial the subject pressed one of two buttons
marked “Merchant” or “Combatant” and/or one of two other buttons for
left or right ship orientation. If the subject could not determine the
ship ’s orientation or recognize the ship, he did not have to respond
(i.e., this was not a forced choice teat) .
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After the practice trials, the subject was given a break of about
5 minutes . This was followed by 96 of the 288 data trials and that
ended the first data collection session. The subject returned later in
the day and was administered the remaining 192 data trials . The subject
was g iven a 5—minut e break a f t e r  each presentation of 48 data tr ials .
This entire procedure wa-s repeated for  each of the six subjects tested .

The presentation of the six blocks of data trials was partially
coun ter bal anced among subjects. The entire experiment lasted about

V 
2.5 hours per -subjec t .

RESULTS

Data Description

The data collected from each subject consisted of simulated slant
ranges at which the target was recognized as a merchant or a combatant
ship and ranges at which the ship ’s direction of movement (orientation)
was correctly determined . The raw data from each subject were then used
to compute the probability of target recognition at each range tested
(Figures A—l2, A— 13 , and A—l4) and the probability of correctly
determining the ship ’s orientation (Figures A—15, A—16, and A—17). The
graphs show the probabilities at several ranges for each aspect angle V
and contrast condition computed over subjects and targets . The number
of TV scan lines across the target are also given for each simulated
range, based on a scale—model target height of 18 millimeters (22.5 meters
simulated height).

A total of 864 data points was collected from the six subjects
combined——432 recognition responses and 432 orientation responses. These
were reduced to 144 data points by computing the range at which five of
the -six subjects made correct responses. The formula used to compute the
range for each set of 72 recognition and 72 orientation conditions was
the same one used in Experiment Ii.

Figure A—18a gives the range at which five of the six subjects
recognized the target and the range at which 5/6 of the -subjects
determined the ship ’s orientation for each T/B contrast and aspect angle
condition. This graph presents data for the positive contrast con—
ditton based on median target ranges ; i.e., one range (median) was
determined for the four ships at each condition and these ranges were
then used to compute the ranges at which five of the six subjects
responded correctly . Figure A— 18b is a graph which presents similar
information for the negative contrast condition.
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FIGURE A-12. Probability of Ship Recognition as a Function of
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FIGURE A.18. Range at Which Five of Six Subjects Made
Correct Responses as a Function of 1/B Contrast and
Aspect Angle Off Ship’s Bow.
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FIGURE A-l8. (Contd.)
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Figure A—l9 provides a direct comparison of the positive and
negative contrast conditions for recognition responses at  each T/E
cont rast and aspect angle condition . The points represent the range
at which five of the six subjects recognized the target.  Median target
ranges were again used to compute the 5/6 range. Correct orientation
responses were also graphed over the same conditions (Figure A—20).
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FIGURE A-19. Range at Which Five of Six Subjects Made
Correct Recognition Responses as a Function of 1/B
Contrast, Contrast Sign, arid Aspect Angle Off Ship’s Bow.
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FIGURE A20. Range at Which Five of Six Subjects Made
Correct Orientation Responses as a Funct ion of 1/B
Contrast, Contrast Sign, and Aspect Angle Off Ship’s Bow.

Data Ana!y~~

Several stepwise regression analyses were conducted on the 144 coin—
puted ranges. The first one was conducted on the range at which 5/6
of the subjects recognized the target at each of the 72 conditions
tested. The equation which provided the best least squares fit to the
data was

Range — 23 .5(LogA) + l5.5(LogB) — 8.32(C) — 33.1 (A—i)

where V

A — Ship aspec t angle in degrees of f the bow
B — Percen t T/B contrast,
C — Con trast sign (nega tive — 0, positive — 1)
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The three factors accounted for a combined total of 73.7% of the
total variance in the data (multiple correlation (R) — 0.858, R2

— 0.737). Most of the remaining variation in the data can be attributed
• to target differences , Of course , subject variation was eliminated before

the analysis and there were no replications.

A stepwise multiple regression analysis was also performed on the
recognition data without log transformations of the two fac tor values .
This analysis y ielded the equation

Range = 0.25(A) + 0.20(B) — 9.22(C) + 7.80 (A—2)

The R 2 was h igh , 66 .5% but the f i t  was not quite as good as it was
when log transformations were made .

The observed recognition range averaged over targets at each
condi t ion and the range predicted by Eq uations A—i and A—2 are given
in Table A—20.

TABLE A-20. Actual Range at Which Five of Six Subjects Recognized
Target and Predicted Ranges and Average Errors of

Equations A-I and A-2.

Aspect Observed Predicted range , Average error ,T/B Contrast• angle , range , _______km _______ _______Cont rast sign deg • km Eq. A—i Eq. A—2 Eq.  A— i Eq.  A—2
Low + 20 5.8 2.5 5.0

+ 45 9.8 10.7 11.3 49,0 45.8
V + 70 8,4 15.2 17.5

— 20 13.5 10.4 14 .2
— 45 21.2 18.6 20.4 15.8 12.8
— 70 20 .6 23.1 26 .7

Medium + 20 14.5 12.6 10.1
+ 45 20.8 20.8 16.3 5.8 22.2
+ 70 26.5 25.4 22.6

— 20 22 .3  20.9 19,3
— 45 35.3 29.2 25.6 7.8 15.5
— 70 33.7 33.7 31.8

High + 20 l7..i 19.8 22.6
+ 45 32.7 28.1 28.8 13.5 16.0
+ 70 36.5 32.6 35.1

— 20 21.0 26,2 27.0
— 45 38.8 34.4 33.2 12.7 14.5
— 70 39.7 38.9 39.5 

— _______

4
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Stepwise multiple regression analyses were also performed on the
orientation recognition range data. The best linear fit to the data was
provided by the equation

Range — l4.4(LogA) + 17.8(LogB) — 3.32(C) — 26.0 (A—3)

but the equation

Range — 0.15(A) + 0.24(B) — 4.40(C) + 6.32 (A—4)

accounted for almost as much of the variation in the data (R2 = 43.5
and 42.2%, respectively). Neither of these equations will produce
ranges at which observers can determine a ship ’s direction of movement
with the accuracy of the recognition ranges produced by Equations A—i
and A-2.

Table A—21 provides observed orientation recognition ranges and
ranges predicted by Equations A— 3 and A—4 .

TABLE A-2 I . Actual Range at Which Five of Six Subjects Determined
Target ’s Orientation, and Predicted Ranges and Average

Errors of Equations A-3 and A4.

Aspect Observed Predicted range, Average errorT/S Contrast *

angle, range, ________km _______ _______ontras a gn deg .km Eq. A—3 Eq. A—4 Eq. A—3 Eq. A—4

Low + 20 4.8 4.8 6.6
+ 45 8.2 9.9 10.4 18.6 33.1
+ 70 9.4 12.7 14.1

— 
‘ 20 11.9 7.7 10.6

— 45 12.9 12.8 14.7 20.0 24.3
— 70 12.5 15.5 18.5 _______ _______

Medium + 20 12.2 16.5 12.7
+ 45 19.7 21.6 16.5 15.2 12.2
+ 70 24.1 24.3 20.2

— 20 15.5 19.8 17.1
— 45 29.4 24.9 20.9 18.9 20.9
— 70 32.1 27.7 24.6 _______ _______

High + 20 12.7 24.8 27.7
+ 45 35.2 29.9 31.5 38.6 43.6
+ 70 34,5 32.6 35.2

— 20 17.1 25.9 26.4
— 45 35.4 30.9 30.1 26.7 28.6
— 70 

- 
29.1 33.7 33.9 _______ _______
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Analyses of variance were performed on the 432 recognition range
data points and on the orientation range data. Table A—22 presents a
summary of the results of an analysis of variance on these data. Eta2,
the percent of the variation in the data accounted for by each factor
and interaction (SS factor • SS total x 100 — Eta2) ,  was also computed .

TABLE A.22 . Summary of Analysis of Variance on
Recognition Range Data.

Source of variancel SS df MS i F <P Eta2

A. Recognition Range Data

Subjects (S) 3,210.11 5 642.02 10.98 0.001 3.98
Error 3,507.85 60 58.46 4.35

Aspect angle (A) 12,088.22 2 6,044.11 58.08 0.001 15.00
A x S 1,040.67 10 104.07 1.29

T/B contras t (B) 22 ,728. 67 2 11,364,33 196.75 0.001 28 .20
B x S 577.56 10 57.76 0.72

Contrast sign (C) 8,286.26 1 8,286 .26 74.02 0.001 10.28
C x S 559,74 5 111.95 0.69

Targets (1) 888.41 3 296.14 2.94 0.10 1.10
T x S 1,510.04 15 100.94 1.87

A x B 2,731.11 4 682.78 9.66 0.001 3.39
A x B x S 1,413.33 20 70.67 1.75

A x C 767.63 2 383.81 17.10 0.001 0.95
A x C x S 224 .37 10 22 ,44 0 .28

B x C 480.96 2 240 .48 2.26 (a) 0.6ö
B x C x S 1,061.70 10 106.17 1.32

A x T 1,243.04 6 207.17 2.52 (a) 1.54
A x T x S 2,467.19 30 82.24 3.06

B x T 551,04 6 91,84 1,33 (a) 0.68 V

B x T x S 2 ,075.19 3o~ 69.17 2.58

C x T 315.37 3 105.12 1.88 (a) 0.39
C ‘c T x S 837.74 15 55.85 1.04

All other inter— 12 ,033.46 180 14.93
actions

Total 80,599.66 431 
__________ 

100.00

a Probability greater than 0.10
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TABLE A..22. (Contd.)

Source of variance
l 

SS j df MS F <~‘ Eta~

B. Orientation Range Data

Subjects (S) 3,172.73 5 634.55 10.80 0.001 4.42
Errors 3,524.26 60 58.74 4.92

Aspect angle (A) 11,975.37 2 
- 

5,987.68 324.36 0.001 16.69
A x S 184.63 10 18.46 0.26

T/B contrast  (B) 20 ,948.12 2 10,474.06 86. 53 0.001 29.21
B x S 1,210.4 1 10 121.05 1.69

Con t r ast sign (C) 2 , 725.06 1 2 , 725.06 34.58 0.005 3.80
C x s 394.01 5 78.80 0. 55

Targets (T) 3,330.01 3 1,110.00 12.12 0.001 4.64
T x S 1, 373.65 15 91.58 1.91

A x B 4 , 390.77 4 1,097.69 17.91 0.001 6.12
A x B x S 1, 225.56 20 61.28 1.71

A x C 287.23 2 143.61 3.43 0.10 0. 40
A x C x S 418.33 10 41.83 0.58

B x C 433.78 2 216.89 7.79 0.01 0.61
B x C x S 278 .36 10 27.84 0 .39

A x T 1,036.93 6 172.82 3.77 0.01 1.45
A x T x S 1,375.96 30 45.87 1.92

B x T 493.46 6 82 .24 1.27 (a) 0.69
B x T x S 1,945.85 30 64.86 2.71

C x T 879.06 3 293.02 6.51 0.01 1.23
C x T x S 675.03 15 45.00 0.94

All other inter— 9,431.14 180 13.15
act ions

Total 71,709.77 431 ___________ _______ _______ 100.00
a Probability greater than 0.10.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULT S

The results of this experiment are generally consistent with the
results of a previous ship recognition experiment conducted by the
author .* In tha t exper imen t it was found that the number of TV lines
across the ship required for recognition varied from about 5 to 17 for
80% cor rec t recognition of the same ship targets used in this experi-
ment . The variability in the data was due mostly to ship aspect angle
which var ied from 10 to 90 degrees off  the bow . The conditions were
all high contrast . The number of TV lines required for 80% recognition
in the present experiment varied from about 4 to 14 for the middle—
and high—contrast conditions . Another NWC study has reported that 9 to
12 lines are su f f i c i en t  for ship , vehicle, building , and aircraft
recognition at 80% or better probability .3

In the previously cited study by the author* it was found that
the probab ility of target recognition at a given range increased as the
ship aspect angle increased from 10 to 90 degrees. In the present study,
it was found that the probability of ship recognition increased when the
ship aspect angle went from 20 to 45 degrees but there was little
difference in performance for the 45— and 70—degree aspect angles. The
results of the present study are probably more accurate , since a full
factorial design was employed versus a partial factorial in the previous
study -

Ship recognition was consistently better when the target was darker
than the background than when it was lighter than the background . This
was also true for the orientation responses , with the exception of one
high—contrast condition. This finding could be a function of the
particular formula.used to compute T/B contra8t (there are several).
However, the T/B contrast at the low—contrast condition was about the
same for both con t r ast signs no matter which equation is used . Since
for all low—contrast conditions, correct ship recognition and orienta-
tion responses occurred at greater ranges for negative contrast targets
than occurred at the positive contrast ones, it is safe to conclude that
the difference is real; i.e., the difference was not due to a bias caused
by the equation used to compute percent contrast .

The two analyses of variance revealed all of the main effects to be
statistically significant with the exception of the target factor for the
recognition range data. The small percent of the total sum of squares
that target differences and subject differences accounted for was
encouraging. Their inclusion in the regression equations would have
had little effect on the ranges predicted . Subjects and targets together

0 See Experiment II , p. 36. 
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accounted for only 5.08% of the recognition data variation and 9.06%
of the variation in the orientation data. On the other hand , the main
effects of aspect angle, T/B cuntrast, and contrast sign conthined
accounted for 53.48% of the total recognition dat~. sum of squares ,
while they accounted for 49.70% of the variation in the orientation
data. Second— and third—order interactions among the three factors
accounted for about 10% of the remaining variation. Other interactions ,
which also included targets and subjects, accounted for the rest.

One interaction which should be commented upon is the aspect
angle x T/B contrast interaction. It accounted for 3.39 and 6.12%
of the recognition and orientation data sum of squares , respectively .
Simply stated , and this can be seen in Figures A—20 and A—21, it means
that T/B contrast has a greater ef fec t  on response ranges when the
sh ip ’s aspect angle is large than when it is small.

Both of the recognition range equations are fairly accurate
predictors at all conditions with the exception of the low positive
contrast one. Reference to Table A—i shows Equation A—i ( log trans-
formations) to be a better predictor at middle T/B contrast values for
bot h positive and negative contrast conditions . At both low— and high—
contras t values , the average error for the two equations is about the
same.

Equation A-.-3 is a better predictor of orientation range at low
T/B contrast values than Equation A—4. They both predict well at the
medium T/B contrast values but neither predicts well at the high—
contrast values.

These equations can be used for ship sizes different  than the
one simulated in this experiment (152 meters) by simply multiplying the
predicted range by the actual ship length in meters and dividing by
152. If the HPOV is not the same , multiply the predicted range by
5.7 and divide by the system HPOV. If the H~~V is greater than about
15 degrees , tangents should be used. Also, the equation for computing
T/B contrast must be the same as the one used in this study .

In view of the evidence that has been presented in this report ,
it can be concluded that the original objective of the experiment——to
provide reasonably accurate predictors of recongition and orientation
ran ges-—has been met.
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Appendix A-I

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SUBJECTS
(Experimen t I)

This is an experiment in ship identification on television. The
purpose of this experiment is to estimate the relative effects of
several factors on observers’ ability to identify ship targets.

Before the experimen t begins, the fou r sh ips which you see on
your reference card will be presented one at a time on the monitor
and one feature of the ship which might help you identify it will be
pointed out .  The order in which the ships are presented will correspond
to their assigned number on the reference card .

This is ship number one . It can be distinguished from the others
by its low hull in the center area , here . Ship number two has three
vertical structures here, here, and here. Ship number three has a
triangular silhouette which may help you identify it. Most of ship
number four’s superstructure is slightly forward of center, in this
area here.

The four ships you have jus t seen will be presented one at a time
on the monitor under a variety of conditions. Your task will be simply
to sit with your forehead against the pad in front of you , watch the
monitor , and record on the scoresheet the number of the ship presented .

V You will have 15 seconds to make a response for each ship. Af ter
10 seconds have elapsed, a tone like this will sound (tone sounds).
This is your cue to respond i~~ ediately . During the first 32 trials,
I will announ ce the ship number at the end of each 10—second period, but
make a response anyway before I give you the number.

Now look at the scoresheet in front of you. You will see that there
are six columos composed of 32 emp ty spaces. Trial numbers are to the
left  of the columns . When the f i rst  ship appears on the monitor , record
what you believe to be the ship ’s number in column one , trial one , and
continue down in this manner for 32 trials ; then go to column two , trial
one, and continue. Always make a response, even if it is only a guess.
Don ’t leave blank spaces. I will announce the trial number occasionally
so you can check to make sure the tr’ial number on your scoresheet cor—
responds to the actual trial number. (Trial numbers 1, 8, 16, 24 , and
32 were announced for each block of trials.)

If there ar e no ques tions , place your forehead on the pad and we
will begin. V

t
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Appendix A-2

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
(Experimen t I)

Source of variance df MS F P__— Eta 2

Subjects (S) 7 0.536 1.52

Targets (T) 3 3.527 22.32 <0.001 3.94
TxS 21 0.158

Aspect angie (A) 1 14.774 76.15 <0.001 5.97
AxS 7 0.194

Wake (W) 1. 10.767 23.25 <0.01 4.35
WxS 7 0.463

Range (R) 1 5.790 23.63 <0.01 2.34
R.xS 7 0.245

Ligh t position (L) 1 0.024 0.10 NS 0.01
LxS 7 0.230

Depression angle (D) 1’ 0.048 0.12 NS 0.02
DxS 7 0.405 V

TxL 3 3.220 14.44 <0.001 3.90
TxLxS . 21 0.223

AxL 1 1.485 22.50 <0.01 0.60
AxLxS 7 0.066

AxD 1 0.712 7.42 <0.05 0.29
7 V 0.096

WxL 1 0.413 5.82 <0.05 0.17
WxLxS 7 0.074

RxL 1 0.610 6.63 <0.05 0.25
R.xLxS 7 0.092

LxD 1 3.400 21.52 <0.01 1.37 V

LxDxS 7 0.158

TxWxL 3 1.027 3.88 <0.025 1.24
TxWxLxS 21 0.265
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Source of variance df MS F P Eta 2

TxR.xL 3 0.759 4.80 <0.025 0.92
TxRxLxS 21 0.158

RxLxD 1 1.063 7.82 <0.05 0.43
R.xLxDxS 7 0.136

TXAXLXD 3 0.444 4.15 <0.05 0.54
TXAXL XDXS 21 0.107

AxWxRxL 1 0.821 6.57 <0.05 0.33
AxWxRxLxS 7 0.125

TXRXLXD 3 0.592 3.38 <0.05 0.72 V

TxRxLxDxS 21 0.175

AxWxRxD 1 1.642 16.93 <0.01 0.66
AxWxRxDxS 7 0.097

TxAxWxRxD 3 0.644 4.29 <0.05 0.78
TxAxWxR.xDxS 21 0.150

— — -- 
V~~~~~~~~~
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Appendix A-3

PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL VIDEOTAPED IMAGERY
(Experiment II)

A • 50 dog 0 - 90 dog A 50 dog 0 - 50 dog
€ 38 dog W - 50% E - 38 dog W None

36 km 36 km

28 km 28 km

20 km 20 km

12 km 12 km
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U

A = 50 deg 0 50 deg A = 50 deg 0 50 deg
E = 38 deg W = 100% E - 38 deg W - 50%

f’~
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32 km 32 km

24 km 24 km

16 k m  16 km
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Appendix A-4

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS
(Experiment II )

This is an experiment in ship recognition on television . The
pu rpose of this experiment is to determine the range at which ship
targets can be recognized on television under several different
conditions .

Before the experimen t begins , the fou r ships which you see on your
reference card will be presented one at a time on the moni tor and one
feature of the ship which might help you recognize it will be pointed out .
As you can see, the ships on the left side of your reference card are
merchant ships and the ships on the right side of the card are combatants .

This is a merchant ship. It has two tall booms , one here and one
here.  This is the ‘ther merchant ship. I t  has no prominent f ea tu re s .
This is a combatant . It has two superstructures , here and here , w h i c h
may help you recognize it. This is the other combatant.  I t  has a t a l l
superstructure near the center of the ship.

The four ships you have just seen will be presented one at a time
on the monitor under a variety of conditions . When a ship first appears
on the monitor , it will be at a simulated range of 20 miles . The image
will remain for 12 seconds , then the simulated distance will decrease by
5 miles and the image will again remain on the monitor for 12 seconds .
The target presentation will continue in this manner for four ranges .
Then another target will be presented at the far range and the cycle will
be repeated . Your task will be to sit with your forehead against the
pad in front of you, watch the monitor , and record at the appropriate
range on the scoresheet an M if you think the target is a merchant ship
or a C if you think it is a combatant . If you cannot tell whether the
target is a combatant or merchant ship in the time allotted , just enter
an X in the space provided on the scoresheet. You will have 12 seconds
to make a response. After 9 seconds have elapsed , a tone will sound .
You must respond immediately with an M, a C, or an X.

Now look at the scoreaheet in front of you . You can see that
there are five columns, each composed of 32 empty spaces . Trial numbers
are to the left of the columns. When the first ship appears on the
monitor , record an M, a C, or an X in the space provided for column one ,
tr ial one, then continue down in this manner, making a response each time
the range changes until you have completed the 32 trials in column one;
then go to column two, trial one and continue. I will announce the

V 
trial number frequently 83 you can check the trial number on your
ecoresheet to see if it corresponds to the actual trial number .

V 

Do you have any questions?
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Appendix A-S
RANGE AT WHICH FIVE OF THE SIX SUBJECTS

RECOGNIZED THE TARGET
(Experiment II)

The range computed for each of the 25 conditions (25 conditions
x fo ur targets + replications) was the range at which five of the six
subjects recognized the targe t as either a combatant or a merchant ship.
This range was computed by f i rst determining the z— score corresponding
to the probability of recognition for  a condition at each range tested .
For example, if only one subject recognized the target at 32 kilometers
fo r a particular condition , then the z—sco re paired with 32 was —0.97
(f rom a table of z—scores), and if three of the six subjects recognized
the target at 24 kilometers the z— score was 0.00 , and so on for the next
two ranges under that condition . Then the z—scores corresponding to the
probability of recognition at each of the four ranges for the next set
of conditions were computed , and so on for all conditions.

Following these calculations , the relationship (least—squa res
fit)

Y = GZ + ii

was used to compute the estimated standard deviation (ô) and the
estimated mean (ji ) for the paired scores . It was then possible to
insert the computed a and p into the same equation along with the
z—sco re for 5/6 and compute the range at which five of the six subjects
recognized the target.
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Appendix A-6
PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL VIDEOTAPED IMAGERY

(Experiment HI )

CONTRAST • HIGH CONTRAST HIGH
SIGN - POSITIVE SIGN NEGATIVE
ORIENTATION - RIGHT ORIENTATION = LEFT
TAR GET = COM B A T A N T  TAR GET • ME RC HANT

!III:;IPhuJIIIII!*~~~~~~
V
~

V V
~
!T
~

V
36 km 52 km

;
~:-~ ~~

28 km 44 km
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CONTRAST - LOW CONTRAST • LOW
SIGN - N E G A T I V E  SIGN POSITIVE

• ORIENTATION • RIGHT ORIENTATION = RIGHT
TARGET - MERCHANT TARGET = COMBATANT

V 

_ _ _

32 km 16 km

24 km 12 km

I :.

16 km 8 km

8 k m  4 k m
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Appendix A-i

EQUATION FOR COMPUTING UNMASKED RANGE
(Experiment III)

The following equation can be used to compute the maximum range at
which an observer at a given altitude has an unmasked view of a target
on a large uncluttered land mass or body of water.

Given that the earth is a perfect sphere as shown below , then

0—~~~~~ ________

A

r r

R2 (r + A)2 — r2

which can be rewritten as

R2 — r2 + 2rA + £2 
— r2

the r2s sum to zero; therefore ,

R2 2 r A + A 2

where

A — observer altitude V

R — range to target
r — radius of the earth (3963.2 mi).
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Appendix B

DERIVATION OF VISIBILITY CORRECTION

CONTRAST TRANSMITTANCE THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE

Visible range , visibility, and meteorological range are all names
given in meteorology for the horizontal distance to which the apparent
detection Contrast of a black object against the daylight horizon sky is
reduced to 2%. To derive an expression for meteorological range, con-
sider the general expression for the atmospheric contrast transmittance

= 
~~~~ (11)

where

B = apparent contrast of a target object, located at a distance R
from the observer

C0 inherent contrast of the target at distance approaching zero
y = average atmospheric extinction for the visible spectrum

R optical path length, or range to the target.

Taking the natural logarithm and solving for R,

R — ln~ (~~2) (12)

If Co 1 and B — 0.02, the optical range is called the meteorological
range , or visibility, V.

V I ln 
~

—
~

-).‘ ~ ln so — 
3.912 (13)

The units of V are determined by the units of y. This formula assumes a
circular black target with a diameter greater than 0.5 minute of arc
(or 0.145 mrad) .

It should be noted that the term visibility (meteorological range)
applies to contrast transmittance in the visible portion of the electro-
magnetic spectrum (from 0.4 to 0.7 pm). This term does not apply to far
infrared wavelengths (8 to 12 pm) because contrast at these longer wave— - 

V

lengths is dependent on temperature differences and is not a ratio of . 

-
:

4 1ig~ t levels.

F-
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Optical contrast requirements may be related to visibility by
dividing Equation 2 by Equation 3, yielding

ln [C /B] 
~ 1 / C  \

V 3.912 
= 0.2556 in — K

1 in ~~~~ 
(14)

Thus, knowing the visibility, assumed contrast requirements, and
inherent contrast of the target enables one to estimate the range
capability against a specific target ,

Equation 14 can be rewritten as

C
or (15)

i n C 0 — l n B~~
.

V~
— , or (16)

1 n B = l n C — ~~~ — (17)

Substituting

Log B/Log e for in B , (18)

Log B - Log e fin C0 
— (19)

SHIP RECOGNITION

Equation 7 on p. 17 was obtained by f i t t ing experimental data . It
is rewritten with constants as shown ~alow

R — (a Log A + b Log B - c C — d~f 
~~ (HIOV/2) (20)

where

a — 2 3 ,5
b — 1 5 . 5
c —  8.32
d — 3 3 . l
f — tan (2.85°)/152 — 0.000327.
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Substituting Equation 19 into equation 20 ,

R = [a Log A + b (LoE e — — c C — d]f tan (HFOV/2) 
(21)

solving explicitly for R,

[a Log A + b Log e in C0 — 
c C — d]f SL/tan (HFOV/2)

R = 
1 + f b Log e SL/VK

1 
tan (HFOV/2) (22)

(a Log A + b Log C0 — 
c C — d)f  K

1 
V SL

R = tan (HFOV/2) + fb Log e SL (2 3)

Substituting values into Equation 23 yields

23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log C — 8.32 C — 33.1
R 3058 tan (HFOV/2)/ SL + 26.33/V

S
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14 August 1978

From : Head, Human Factors Branch, Survivability and Lethality,
Surface Targets Division, Systems Development Department ,
naval Weapons Center , China Lake, Calif. 93555

) To: Distribution

Subj: NWC TP 5978, Ship Acquisition on Television: Three Laboratory
Experiments, dated August 1977; errata for and addendum to

It is requested that the following errata and the attached addendum
be placed with your copy of NWC TP 5978.

ERRATA

1. The last equation on page 85 should be assigned number (24).

2. The number 3058 in the denominator of equations (8), (10), and (24)
should be 3053.

3. The use of equations (8) and (10) where visibility , V, is used
implies the assumption of a video system with “unity” contras t
rendition. That is, the contrast of the target at the sensor is
the same as the contrast of the target as displayed on the monitor .

R. A. ERICKSON

L
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ADDENDUM

MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Additional analyses were performed on the data collected in
Experiment III. It was found that including the quadratic components
of ship aspect angle and T/B contrast plus the interaction between the
two factors resulted in an increase in predictive accuracy for both
recognition and orientation ranges.

Thus , the multiple regression equation

Range 22.49 + 6.23A ’ — 1.61A ’2 + 8.368’ — 0.93B ’2

+ 3.43A ’B ’ — 3.88C ’ (25)

is a better predicter of the experimental recognition range data given
in this report (NWC TP 5978) than Equations 2 and 3 on page 14 and
equations A—I and A—2 on pages 66 and 67.

Orthogonal coding was used to conduct the analysis so the actual
numbers inserted into the equation for each independent variable are
as follows :

A A ’ A ’2 B or C B ’ or C ’ ~~~ or C’ 2 C C ’ A~B~*0 0 0 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

20 deg — 1 1 Low —1 1 Pos 1

45 deg 0 —2 Med 0 —2 Neg —1

lO deg 1 1 High 1 1

* A ’B ’ is the product of A ’ and B’ . If A ’ —l and B ’ 1, then

A ’B ’ —1. The nine possible permutations of A ’ and B’ will always
equa l —1 , 0 , or 1.

L 

_ 
_ _ __ _  
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The factors in the equation account for a combined total  of 80%
of the total variability (R2) in the data. Both linear and quadratic
components of Aspect Angle and T/B Contrast were statistically significant,
while the Lack of Fit of the model was not (Table 1).

TABLE 1. Regression Analysis of Variance
for Recognit ion Data.

Source SS df MS F

Regression 7171.3 6

Aspect Angle (A)
Linear 1863.8 1 1863.8 73.35 0.001
Quadratic 373.3 1 373.3 15.29 0.001

T/B Contrast (B)
Linear 3351.3 1 3351.3 137.29 0.001
Quadratic 124.3 1 124.3 5.09 0.05

Contrast Sign 1083.0 1 1083.0 44.37 0.001

A x 8 375.6 1 375.6 15.39 0.001

Residual 1724.9 65

Lack of Fit 406.5 11. 36.95 1.51 (a)

Error 1318.4 54 24.4].

a Probability greater than 0.10.

A multiple regression analysis was also performed on the orientation
data. A very good least squares fit to the data (R2 — 0.73) is provided
by the equation

Range a 19.77 + 5.47A’ — 1.~40A’
2 

+ 7.77B ’ - 1.038 , 2

+ 3.50A ’B ’ — 2.32C’ (26)

This equation provides better predictions of the experimental orientation
range than Equations 4 and 5 on page 14 or Equations A— 3 and A—4 on
page 68.

Orthogonal coding was again used for the analysis and the coded
values are the same as those used in the previous analysis.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Again , everything in the regression part of the analysis was
statistically significant while the Lack of Fit was not (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Regression Analysis of Variance
for Orientation Data.

Source SS df MS F

Regression 5553.0 6

Aspect Angle (A)
Linear 1437.8 1 1437.8 46.68 0.001
Quadratic 281.8 1 281.8 9.15 0.01

T/B Contrast (B)
Linear 2898.2 1. 2898.2 94.10 0.001
Quadratic 154.1 1 154.1 5.00 0.05

Contrast Sign 388.5 1 388.5 12.61 0.001

A x B 392.6 1 392.6 12.75 0.001

Residual 2092.5 65

Lack of Fit 429.3 1]. 39.03 1.27 (a)

Error 1663.2 54 30.80

a Probability greater than 0.25 .

Recognition ranges can be predicted if Equation 25 is substituted
into the numerator of Equation 8, page 18. The resulting equation is

22.49 + 6 23A ’ — 1 61A ’2 + 8 36C ’ + 0 93C’2 + 3.43A ’C ’ — 3.88C ’
R-

/HFOV\
3053 tan(~ 2 ) 

+ 
26.33

~~SL V
(27)

If Equation 26 is substituted into the numerator of Equation 10,
page 19, it yields the equation

19.77 + 5.47A’ - 1.40A ’2 + 7.77C~ - l.03C~
2 

+ 3.5OA’C~ - 2.32C’
0 - 

3053 tan(I~~ V) 
+ 

30.2

(28)

A- 3

d
I
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It should be emphasized that the equations given in the report
are empirical fits to the experimental data and should not be used
for values outside those used in the experiments. The following
bounds apply to Equations 27 and 28:

20 deg ~ A(Aspect) ~ 70 deg

7% i B(Negat iv e Contrast) ~ 75%

7% ~ B(Positive Contrast) ~ 100%

A different set of limitations apply to the factors manipulated in
the second experiment. Therefore, if Equation 6 is used, the values
entered into the equation should fail within the following bounds:

10 deg ~ A ~ 90 deg

14 deg ~ E(Light  Elevation) ~ 62 deg

0% ~ W (Wake Size) ~ 100%

T/B Contrast ~ 100% and Positive

Remember to insert the appropriate~ coded values given on page 1
of this addendum when using Equations 27 and 28. Actual values are
used in Equations 6 , 8 , and 10.

A-4
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MINIMUM VISIBILITY

The following section presents a derivation of equations chat can
be used to insure that any calculations are within the proper bounds
given in the section above .

The minimum contrast on the display , B, is equivalent to a min imum
visibility , V. The minimum value for V that can be used in Equations 8,
10, 27, and 28 will be derived below.

/C
V

R 
3.912 

(29)

Equation 29 can be substituted into Equation 8 to give

/C \
lnI

~t) 
23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log C0 — 

8.32C — 33.1

3.912 
V — 

‘HFOV \ (30)
3053 tan (,~ 2 ) 

+ 26.33
St V

Solving for V ,

23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log C — 8.32C — 33.1 — 15.5 Log~~
2.)

V —  ° (31)
1797 IHcov \ 1C
~~ tan~ —~ / Log~1—

The minimum visibility that can be used in the equations and still have
a 7% contrast of the target on the display is given below.

IC
23.5 Log A + 15.5 Log C — 8.32C — 33.1 — 15.5

0 (32)
1797 (HFov \ 1C

ST.. tan k 2 1 Log~~—

A—S 
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or

— 
23.5 Log A — 8.32C — 20.0 (33)mm 1797 I~~ov\ 

(c
~~ 

tan
k 2 1 Log~y—

where

V .  - minimum visibility to be used , km

A aspect off the ship ’s bow , degrees

C 1 for a target lighter than the background
0 for a target darker than the background

St ship ’s length, meters

HFOV — horizontal field of view of the sensor , degrees

C0 — inherent contrast of the ship (contrast very close to
the ship)

An example of the use of these equations is given below.

Given: A — 90 deg (broadside)

C0 — 100% and lighter than the background

HFOV 4deg

SL 300 feet (91.4 meters)

Desired: Range at which a combatant ship can be differentiated
from a merchant ship for a visibility of 5, 10, and
20 miles.

Usin g Equation 33,

Vmi 
— 
23.5 Log 90— 8.32 — 20 

— 22.2 km or 13.8 miles

91.4 
tan 2 Log —v—

Although recognition range is desired for 5— and 10—mile visibilities,
these equations cannot be used to estimate it. The recognition ranges,
as computed by Equation 8 for the conditions cited above are shown in
the figure on page A—7 .

A-6
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3 0 -  I
0 < 7 %  I 8 > 7 %

ui ~~ - EQUATiON 8 SHOULD I

I

VISIBILITY, km

We did not collect data in the region to the left of the dotted line
in the figure (22 kin). Extrapolation into the region would be risky.
For example, the recognition range computed by Equation 8 for a visibility
of 5 miles (8 kin) is also 5 miles. By definition , the contrast at the
visibility range is 2%. It is highly unlikely that a recognition could
be made at what is usually assumed to be the limiting detection range.

Equations S and 27 can be used to compute recognition ranges for
values of visibility greater than that computed by Equation 33.
Equations 10 and 28 can be used to compute the range at which the direc-
tion of travel can be recognized for visibilities greater than that given
by Equation 33. Other methods of estimation must be used for visibilities
less than Vmin.
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